
ISSUES & PROGRAMS 2nd QUARTER-2020

ISSUE 1 CORONA VIRUS Station broadcast a 70 second audio clip from Dr. Lydia Watson 
on April 1.  The clip aired 10 times on 103.1 FM  and 1350 AM.  Dr Watson is the Chief Medical Officer of 
Mid Michigan Health.  She informed the audience of the Support Fund for the hospital and the need for 
Personal Protection Equipment such as masks for hospital staff.  She also encouraged people to learn of 
the ways that they could assist in this pandemic.  Submitted by S. Coston

ISSUE 2 CORONA VIRUS The Central Michigan District Health Department provides the 
community with guidelines to stay safe for state residents who are traveling to the central Michigan 
area.  This includes self-quaranteins  and social distancing.  The station broadcast the 2:13 advisory five 
times on April 3rd, five times on April 4th, and two times on Sunday April 5.  This was a total of 12 times 
on each station:  103.1 FM and 1350 AM.

ISSUE 3 CORONA VIRUS The central Michigan area received it’s second death to the 
Covid-19 virus, and the Central Michigan District Health Department requested that residents stay 
distant from others, use social distancing and wash their hands often. The station broadcast the 1:15 
advisory three times on April 3rd, and three times on April 4th.    This is a total of 6 times on each station:  
103.1 FM and 1350 AM.

ISSUE 4 CORONA VIRUS Listeners were concerned that they would not receive the 
Economic Impact Payments from the Treasury Department.  US Congressman emphasized that Social 
Security recipients will automatically receive the direct payment being made to Americans as part of the 
CARES Act. Social Security recipients who normally do not file a tax return, do not need to file one to 
receive the payments.  Station relayed this information four times each day, April 3rd and April 4th, for a 
total of eight times per station on 103.1 FM and 1350 AM.

ISSUE 4 CORONA VIRUS Isabella County Administrator/Controller reminded residents 
that the Isabella County government facilities and trial court will be closed until April 13.  Station 
broadcast the announcement on April 5th and April 6th, for a total of 10 times on WGDN-FM, and 10 
times on WGDN-AM.

ISSUE 5 CORONA VIRUS Station reminded the audience of the importance of covering 
face when in public.  On Saturday, April 4th,  MidMichigan Health requested residents in need of in-
person medical services to arrive to MidMichigan facilities with cloth face coverings, such as a cloth 
mask that covers the mouth and nose, a scarf or a bandana. The use of the MidMichigan’s Virtual Health 
Clinic rather than an in-person visit was also strongly encouraged.  The CDC confirmed this week that up 
to 25 percent of COVID-19 spread is from those showing no symptoms. Wearing a cloth facial covering 
helps those unaware they are caring the virus from spreading the germs.   This information was 
broadcast a total of 15 times on WGDN-FM and WGDN-AM from April 5 – 7, 2020.

ISSUE 6               CORONA VIRUS                Interviewed Brian Wheeler from Consumers Energy about what 
Consumers is doing for the state during this time of crisis. Interview ran 3 times each on WGDN-FM and 
AM and 96.5FM The Northern Light between April 9-11.



ISSUE 7 ELECTIONS The station broadcast an interview with Michigan Secretary of 
State Jocelyn Benson about the May 5 Elections.  With the Stay at Home Orders, Michigan attempted to 
conduct most of the election by absentee ballot.  The Secretary discussed in the five minute interview 
how the elections would work, and what precautions were made for health of the public, and the 
security of the election.  This was broadcast on Monday, May 4th on WGDN-FM four times.  This was 
broadcast on Monday, May 4th on 1350 AM – WGDN-AM  five times.  Submitted by:  S. Coston


